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The problem we want to solve

➢ No pretrain, all model need to train from scrach
➢ Limited training data, each class only has 50 images.
➢ No external data or checkpoint can be used.
➢ Inject visual priors into the CNNs to save data and improve 

the performance.



Challenges with limited data
➢ Overfitting to the label information, small dataset can be 

simply memorized by CNNs.
➢ Insufficient data leads to a poor representation

Supervised training only have a 27.9 validation acc!



Our solution: self-supervised learning

➢ Self-Supervised learning is not biased to human 
labels.

➢ Self-Supervised learning can learns a more diverse 
and more expressive representation



Self-Supervision is not biased to label information

➢ Taking each image and its augmented 
version as a class.

➢ No human label information is required.
➢ Preventing the model from overfitting to the 

human label on the small dataset.



Self-Supervision can learn a diverse representation

Chen, Ting et al. “A Simple Framework for Contrastive Learning of Visual Representations.” 



Classification: Linear readout

● Common practice for evaluating self-supervised 
representations is linear readout which freezes the 
encoder and train a MLP to get the result.

● We show that for performance proposes on a small 
dataset, linear readout could outperform supervised 
train but is not the best.



Classification: Finetune

● Use the self-supervise trained encoder as a pretrained 
checkpoint and then perform finetune leads to a 
performance gain. 

● But the finetune process still face the risk of overfitting.



Classification: Self-distillation

Our proposed two phase method, 
● The first phase is to use 

self-supervision to learn a 
good representation

● The second phase uses 
self-distillation to prevent the 
model from overfitting during 
the finetuning process.



Classification: Self-distillation

Our Method outperforms the baseline by 16.7 in 
validation accuracy!!



Competition: Other tricks

We ranked 2nd place in the Image Classification Competition by ensemble only two models.



Thanks

https://github.com/DTennant/distill_visual_priors
Our code is open sourced on GitHub.
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